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Volumetric modulated arc treatment (VMAT) with gating 
option, to obtain highly dose coverage of the target dose 
rate, speed and position of multileaf collimators, speed of 
gantry rotation change during gated beam delivery. Although 
the gating treatment especially for lung cases may often be 
the best approach to deal with respiratory motion, current 
commissioning and quality assurance of linear accelerators 
ordinarily do not include evaluation of gated radiation 
delivery. An extensive quality evaluation of the machine 
during gating treatment is necessary prior to treatment. The 
purpose of this work is to investigate the dosimetric and 
geometric accuracy of intrafraction tumor motion during 
gated (amplitude/ phase) or without gated lung SBRT.  
Materials and Methods: The tumor motion data were 
retrieved dynamic anthropomorphic thorax phantom 
(commercially available from CIRS Inc., Norfolk, VA, USA) and 
Accuray Synchrony QA Tool using 4DCT image data sets of the 
phantoms. While Accuray Synchrony QA Tool phantom was 
used for geometric checking to define center of the target 
evaluated by E2E software program, CIRS phantom was used 
for dosimetric checking to verify that the planned dose 
agrees with the delivered dose by EBT2 Gafchromic films for 
the ballcube of the phantom. During the 4DCT scan and 
treatment, respiratory motion was monitored and recorded 
by tracking the patient’s anterior abdominal surface with a 
commercial respiratory monitoring device. Three different 
plans consist of 3D Conformal, Intensity Modulated 
Radiotherapy (IMRT) and VMAT were made for amplitude 
mode, selected phase cycle and ungated conditions. The 
measured planar dose distributions were compared with the 
planned dose distributions for all situations. 
Results: The maximum dose deviation for the target volume 
was achieved under the selected phase cycle IMRT lung SBRT 
plan which was up % 18. Because the shape of the dose 
distributions under the VMAT and IMRT phase cycle gated 
situations which were not suitable for the E2E reading 
software, the geometric accuracy could not be defined. 
However, VMAT/IMRT and 3DCT plans or amplitude and 
ungated situations compromised within the 2 mm. 
Conclusions: The dosimetric and geometric accuracy 
evaluation of respiratory gating system for lung stereotactic 
treatment was done successfully on a moving phantom. The 
residual motion in the gating window is critical in the 
delivery of the lung SBRT and with a proper margin to the 
target; the sufficient target coverage could be achieved SBRT 
of the lung cases for the patents who had regular breath 
pattern. 
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Purpose/Objective: elical Tomotherapy treatment of breast 
cancer and supraclavicular node diseases takes about 20 
minutes, during which the patient is freely breathing. The 
aim of this study (supported by Grant AIRC 2010 – IG 10799) 
was to investigate the intra-fraction variability of patients 
breathing pattern during irradiation by means of optical 
imaging. 
Materials and Methods: A commercial solution for infra-red 
optical tracking has been integrated into the Tomotherapy 
treatment room allowing for the continuous monitoring of 
patient respiratory motion during irradiation. This is achieved 
by processing individual motion tracks of a configuration of 
surrogates placed on the patient’s torso and abdomen. In 
addition, the couch motion is tracked during treatment and 
considered to provide couch-independent motion signals.  
We have monitored two treatment sessions of patients 
undergoing whole breast irradiation following conservative 
surgery of invasive breast cancer. Three phases were 
identified, i.e., the megavoltage CT (MVCT) scan, image 
registration for setup correction and treatment delivery. 
Surrogate motion signals were processed to calculate peak-
to-peak breathing amplitude, period and mean positions per 
cycle, considered to assess the baseline drift in the 
respiratory signal. 
Results: In the two monitored sessions the variation in mean 
peak-to-peak breathing amplitude is within 3.8 mm. A 
maximal 0.6 millimeters discrepancy from MVCT to treatment 
phase is reported for patient 2, who also exhibits a larger 
change in the respiratory frequency (Tab 1). Overall, the 
observed breathing period change is below one second. 
Conversely, the apical and distal marker baseline drift is 
significant, measuring up to 6 mm shift in anterior posterior 
direction as reported for patient two (Fig 1). 
Tab 1. Measured breathing period and peak-to-peak 
amplitude for the two patients. In addition, the mean 
breathing values as well as the slope of linear interpolation 
are reported, quantifying the baseline drift trend throughout 
the treatment session. 
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Fig 1. Surface markers motion for patient #2, anterior-
posterior direction is reported 
 
Conclusions: This feasibility study confirms the importance 
of non-invasive continuous monitoring of breathing motion for 
patients undergoing helical Tomotherapy. Optical tracking 
solutions are available to identify unexpected changes in the 
breathing pattern due to patient anxiety and relaxation. 
More patients will be enrolled in the study. This is expected 
to control the eventual decreasing of target coverage or 
increasing of normal tissue irradiation.  
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Purpose/Objective: To evaluate the performance of a video-
based tumor tracking system used to measure intra-fraction 
motion for brain cancer patients without extra irradiation or 
other invasive procedures to the patient. 
Materials and Methods: The set-up for validation of the 
optical surface tracking video system (OSMS™, Varian) 
consisted on an open mask (Assure™ Open View, Qfix) molded 
to a head phantom mounted on a robotic couch. Known shifts 
based on values encountered in clinical practice were applied 
to the couch; translational shifts from 1 to 15 mm and 
rotational shifts ranging from 0.5 to 1 degree were 
performed. After performing the previously known couch 
shifts a CBCT image and a video-based image of the phantom 
were acquired. The continuous tracking acquisition of the 
video-based system was also evaluated. This system was 
validated using a vertically moving phantom (Varian) with the 
same open mask mounted on top. The intra-fraction motion 
was monitored with the video-based system. The extreme 
motion values indicated by the OSMS were compared with the 
amplitude of the moving phantom measured directly with a 
ruler. Finally, patient intra-fraction deviations were 
measured and compared with the CBCT images acquired 
immediately before and after irradiation. 
Results: The results for the static situation are summarized 
in table1. Comparison between the performed translational 
couch shifts and the values obtained from the CBCT images 
and the video-based system showed an agreement within 0.9 
mm and 0.6 mm, respectively. The corresponding differences 
regarding the rotational shifts were within 0.1 ° and 0.2 °, 
respectively. Systematic deviations of the CBCT-based 
differences are due to the automatic match tool for the 1 
mm couch shifts. The OSMS-based differences in the y 
direction are due to the longitudinal shifts which placed the 
phantom away from the OSMS cameras. For the dynamic test, 
data acquired during the phantom irradiation revealed 
differences between the OSMS and the actual movement of 
the phantom within 1 mm, also for irregular movements. In 
figure 1 the measured intra-fraction movement is shown for 
two patients. The CBCT deviations for each patient are also 
shown. An agreement within 0.2 mm in the vertical direction 
between the average intra-fraction motion as measured by 
the OSMS with respect to the CBCT images was found. 
 
 
Conclusions: The video-based system has been validated and 
is used in clinical practice for continuous tracking for brain 
